This paper investigates the nature of business cycle asymmetry using a dynamic factor model of output, investment, and consumption. We first identify a common stochastic trend and a common transitory component by imbedding the permanent income hypothesis within a simple growth model. We then investigate two types of asymmetry commonly identified in U.S. business cycle dynamics: 1. Infrequent negative permanent shocks, modeled as shifts in the growth rate of the common stochastic trend and 2. Infrequent negative transitory shocks, modeled as "plucking" deviations from the common stochastic trend. Tests of marginal significance suggest both types of asymmetry were present in post-war recessions, although the shifts in trend are less severe than the received literature suggests. 
Both forms of asymmetry have received substantial attention in the empirical literature, with conflicting conclusions. Using classical likelihood based tests, Hansen (1992) and Garcia (1998) both fail to reject a linear autoregressive model in favor of Hamilton's model for U.S.
GNP. Kim and Nelson (1999c) reach a similar conclusion using Bayesian methods. On the other hand, both Chib (1995) and Koop and Potter (1999) find evidence in favor of Hamilton's model using Bayesian techniques. Support for the peak-reversion implication of Friedman's model is given by Balke (1992, 1996) , Sichel (1993 Sichel ( , 1994 , and Beaudry and Koop (1993) .
However, Elwood (1998) argues that the evidence in favor of peak-reversion has been overstated. Specifically, Elwood presents evidence that negative shocks are not significantly less persistent than positive ones for U.S. GNP. A shortcoming of this empirical literature is that most authors have analyzed the two forms of asymmetry separately from one another. That is, little attention is paid to evaluating the marginal significance of the two forms of asymmetry.
1 An additional shortcoming is the literature's domination by univariate analysis. As pointed out by Kim and Nelson (1999a) , tests based on univariate models have low power in detecting a specific form of asymmetry in the business cycle as the data may be obscured by idiosyncratic variation.
In this paper, we estimate a dynamic two-factor model of real private GNP, fixed investment, and consumption of non-durables and services that incorporates the common stochastic trend suggested by neoclassical growth theory and a common transitory component.
Building on work by Cochrane (1994) and Fama (1992) we define consumption as the common stochastic trend. As we discuss below, this assumption can help to eliminate bias that may arise 1 An exception is Kim and Murray (1999) , who estimate an experimental coincident index of economic activity which incorporates both types of asymmetry discussed above. However, their investigation employs economic indicators that are not cointegrated. Also, they do not investigate the implications of their model for the dynamics of real GNP.
when using Hamilton's model to capture shifts in trend growth rate. We model the Hamilton and
Friedman types of asymmetry through regime switching in the permanent and transitory components respectively. This method allows tests of the marginal significance of one type of asymmetry while the other is allowed to be present. As a byproduct of the estimation we consider the possibility of a one-time structural break in the growth rate of the common stochastic trend (a productivity slowdown). We search for the date of this break using a multivariate version of a technique suggested by Kim and Nelson (1999c) .
Section 1 of the paper presents a review of the Hamilton and Friedman types of asymmetry in business cycle dynamics. Section 2 discusses the theory supporting a common stochastic trend and a common cyclical component in output, investment and consumption, presents the formal empirical model, and discusses the technique used to search for a one-time structural break. Section 3 presents estimation results and statistical tests of the importance of the two types of asymmetry. Such tests suggest that both types of asymmetry have played a significant role in post-war recessions, although the nature of shifts in the growth rate of trend is different than the received literature suggests. In particular, we find evidence of reduced, but still positive, growth rates in trend during recessions, not the negative trend growth suggested by Hamilton (1989) . We present some simulation evidence that this discrepancy may be caused by a potential bias in applying Hamilton's model to data which undergoes "plucking" type recessions.
The investigation of a one-time structural break in the average growth rate of trend is suggestive of a productivity slowdown, the estimated date of which is centered around 1974. Section 4 summarizes and concludes.
A Review of the Hamilton and Friedman Models

Hamilton's (1989) Model
In an influential 1989 Econometrica paper, James Hamilton proposed a model in which the growth rate of the trend function of U.S. GNP switches between two different states according to a first order Markov process. Hamilton's results suggest the two states correspond to business cycle dynamics, the first being normal growth and the second recession. Figure 1 contains a stylized graph of a business cycle characterized by Hamilton type asymmetry. Note that following the recession output does not rebound back to its level had the recession not occurred. Instead, because recessions are movements in the trend of the series, output is permanently lower. Specifically, Hamilton's results suggest that a typical economic recession is characterized by a 3% permanent drop in the level of GNP. Thus, while the Hamilton model is capable of explaining a business cycle in which recessions are quick, steep drops in economic activity, it also has a dire implication for the welfare effects of recessions.
Evaluation of Hamilton's model is complicated by the fact that standard distribution theory for hypothesis testing does not apply to Markov-switching models. Testing the Markovswitching model vs. linear alternatives is troubled by the familiar Davies' (1977) problem, in which a nuisance parameter is not identified under the null hypothesis. Hamilton's original paper offers suggestive evidence that the two state Markov-switching model outperforms linear models in terms of forecasts, but no statistical tests. Hansen (1992) and Garcia (1998) use classical likelihood based test procedures designed to deal with the Davies' problem and find that linear autoregressive models cannot be rejected for real GNP. Kim and Nelson (1999a) confirm this result using Bayesian techniques. Also using Bayesian techniques, Chib (1995) and Koop and Potter (1999) find evidence that the Markov-switching model outperforms linear models. Thus, the empirical evidence regarding Hamilton's model is mixed and incomplete.
In an example of estimation preceding theory, Hamilton's model has been followed by a growing volume of theoretical work in which the economy undergoes endogenous switching between "good" and "bad" states. Specifically, Howitt and McAfee (1992) employ a model of switching consumer confidence which leads to multiple equilibria with statistical properties well characterized by Markov-switching. In Cooper (1994) , agents choose between multiple equilibria and then remain in the chosen equilibrium until a large shock induces a switch. Acemoglu and Scott (1993) and Startz (1998) also employ models in which shocks generate endogenous switching between growth states. However, negative growth states, such as those found by Hamilton (1989) during recessions, are not generated by these models in general. For example,
in Startz (1998) the economy switches between two positive growth states.
1. 2 Friedman's (1964 , 1993 ) "Plucking" Model Friedman (1964 , 1993 , argued for a type of business cycle asymmetry that, while yielding steep recessions, has very different implications for the long run effects of recessions than Hamilton's model. 2 Specifically, in Friedman's "plucking" model, recessions are caused by large negative transitory shocks which yield steep recessions. Following these shocks output "bounces back" or "peak reverts" to trend. This is commonly referred to as the high growth recovery phase. Finally, output begins a normal, slower growth, expansion.
3 Figure 2 contains a stylized graph of a business cycle characterized by "plucking".
2 The behavior described in this paragraph is also consistent with De Long and Summers' (1988) "output gaps". 3 Friedman's "plucking" model has another strong implication -that deviations from trend are only negative, meaning increases in output are permanent. In this paper we do not attempt to model this feature. Instead we focus on the peak reversion of recessions, or the tendency of output to "bounce back".
The literature contains many statistical tests of various implications of Friedman's model.
Here we focus on the literature surrounding the peak-reverting nature of recessions. Balke (1992, 1996) find that the deeper the recession the stronger the ensuing recovery while Sichel (1994) finds evidence of a high growth recovery phase following recessions, both implications of peak reversion. Another implication of peak reversion is that negative shocks are less persistent than positive shocks. 4 Beaudry and Koop (1993) showed that a variable measuring the depth of real GNP below its historic high was useful for predicting changes in output. They use this variable to investigate impulse response functions for negative vs. positive shocks, and
show that negative shocks are much less persistent. Elwood (1998) This controversy is suggestive of two kinds of negative shocks to the economy, large, asymmetric, recession causing shocks and smaller shocks which come from a symmetric process.
Beaudry and Koop's analysis proxies for the large negative shocks by considering only shocks which actually reduce the level of GNP. On the other hand, Elwood's analysis smears the effects of large and small negative shocks together by assuming all negative shocks have the same variance. In this paper we take the approach of Kim and Nelson (1999b) and allow for both continuous, symmetric transitory shocks and infrequent, asymmetric transitory shocks, which we model as coming from a Markov-switching process. 
Model Motivation and Specification
Common Permanent and Transitory Components -Theory
The concept of trend vs. cycle plays an important role in defining the Hamilton and
Friedman types of asymmetry. One advantage of our multivariate model of output, investment and consumption is its natural interpretation of trend provided by neoclassical growth theory. To see this, consider a basic one-sector model of capital accumulation based on that in King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988) . Output is produced by two factors, capital and labor, and is subject to exogenous growth in labor augmenting technology, t A :
Each representative agent in the economy has identical preferences over the consumption of goods, t C and leisure, t R given by:
where utility is increasing in both consumption and leisure. Finally, the capital accumulation process is:
where d is the rate of depreciation on capital and t I is investment. The economy is also subject to constraints on the amount of time a worker has to allocate between work and leisure and the amount of consumption and investment possible for a given level of output. If a steady state exists in this model it will be one in which the logarithms of output, investment, and consumption grow at a rate determined by labor augmenting technological progress. In the case where there are permanent technology shocks, as is the case if the logarithm of t A follows a random walk, these three quantities share a common stochastic trend. 5 Each series is then individually integrated but can be combined with either of the other two in a linear combination 5 A steady state under random walk productivity growth, called a stochastic steady state, will obtain under restrictions on preferences and production technology, (Cobb-Douglas production is not required). The interested reader is referred to King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988) and King and Rebelo (1987) for details.
that is stationary. In the terminology of Engle and Granger (1987) , the logarithms of output, fixed investment and consumption are cointegrated with cointegrating vectors (1, -1, 0)' and (1, 0, -1)'.
In this paper we employ consumption as a proxy for the common stochastic trend in the system. The recent literature, for example Fama (1992) and Cochrane (1994) , suggests that while consumption does seem to contain a statistically significant transitory component, it is so small as to be economically insignificant. Based on this result, Fama (1992) chooses to define consumption as the common stochastic trend in output, investment, and consumption. Cochrane (1994) argues that consumption is an effective measure of the trend in output by presenting evidence that shocks to GNP holding consumption constant are almost entirely transitory, a result consistent with simple versions of the permanent income hypothesis. Defining consumption as the trend serves a useful purpose in this paper. As we argued above, because both the Hamilton and Friedman models are capable of capturing the steep nature of recessions, either may fit the data well even if the data exhibits only one type of asymmetry. Simulation evidence in Section 3 support this conclusion. Thus, in order to separate the two forms of asymmetry, we would like to define the Hamilton type of asymmetry on a series that proxies for only the trend and does not undergo the transitory Friedman type asymmetry. Consumption is a useful proxy for this trend.
In the neoclassical growth model, movements in the stochastic trend account for all of the movement in output, investment, and consumption in the long-run. However, at business cycle horizons transitory deviations from this stochastic trend are likely to be important. For example, many real business cycle models, such as Kydland and Prescott (1982) , extend the model presented above in ways that allow technology shocks to induce transitory dynamics as the economy moves towards the new steady state. Transitory deviations from a long run stochastic trend might also come from more traditional demand-side nominal shocks.
Regardless of whether transitory shocks stem from Walrasian or Keynesian sources however, it is likely that some portion of the shocks will come from sources that are common to output, investment, and consumption. For example, if shocks to the money supply have real, albeit transitory, effects, one would expect that these effects would be pervasive across macroeconomic time series. Likewise, if general productivity shocks induce transitory dynamics, these dynamics should be felt economy-wide. Thus, in addition to the common stochastic trend suggested by neoclassical growth theory, we would also expect common sources of transitory dynamics at business cycle horizons.
A Dynamic Two-Factor Regime Switching Model
The above discussion is suggestive of a general empirical model in which the logarithms of output, t y , and investment, t i , are influenced by shocks to a common stochastic trend, defined as the logarithm of consumption, t c , a common transitory component, and idiosyncratic transitory shocks. The common stochastic trend and common transitory component are captured by two dynamic factors, labeled t x and t z : We are now ready to discuss how the two types of asymmetry are incorporated in the model. We begin with the Hamilton type asymmetry, which we incorporate as in Hamilton (1989) . Recall, the Hamilton type asymmetry involves shifts in the growth rate of the trend function between two different states. Thus, we allow the common stochastic trend, t x , to follow a random walk with a switching drift term:
where
indicates the state of the economy. We assume that t S is driven by a first order Markov process with transition probabilities given by:
To incorporate the Friedman type asymmetry we allow the idiosyncratic transitory component of output and investment to undergo regime switching as in Kim and Nelson (1999b) . Formally:
has all roots outside the unit circle, and 0 < j τ is a term which "plucks" output and investment down when 1 = t S
. When the economy returns to normal times the economy reverts back to the stochastic trend. The farther the economy is plucked down, the faster the growth of the economy as it "bounces back" to trend.
6 To complete the model we must specify the dynamics of the common transitory component t z :
6 The "plucking" parameter is incorporated in the idiosyncratic transitory component of output and investment to allow for the possibility that the magnitude of the pluck might be different across economic series. However, in interpreting the model the plucks are better characterized as common shocks because they are driven by the same state variable. In other words, when output is plucked down, so is investment.
is a lag polynomial with roots that lie outside the unit circle.
For identification purposes we assume that t v , t ω , yt ε , and it ε are uncorrelated at all leads and lags.
The model presented above is closely related to a recent literature discussing building models which simultaneously capture comovement and asymmetry in business cycle indicator variables. Diebold and Rudebusch (1996) discuss this idea in detail, while Kim and Yoo (1995) , Chauvet (1998) and Kim and Murray (1999) all estimate such models. However, this literature is exclusively concerned with the development of a new coincident index of economic activity and not with the dynamics of real GNP. In addition, these papers consider economic variables that are not cointegrated. Finally, with the exception of Kim and Murray (1999) , only the Hamilton type regime switching is used to capture asymmetry. Here, by applying a cointegrated system with a precise definition of trend we hope to gain a clearer look at the nature of both the Hamilton and Friedman types of asymmetry in the dynamics of U.S. GNP.
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Notice that the two types of regime switching are driven by the same state variable, t S .
In essence, this assumption forces all recessions to have the same relative importance of permanent vs. transitory Markov-switching shocks and can be motivated as an extension of Hamilton (1989) and Kim and Nelson (1999b) . In these papers, the author's also force all 7 Our model is also similar to the "common trends" representation suggested by King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) . There, the effects of the common and idiosyncratic transitory components above are combined into an I(0) disturbance which may be correlated across indicators. Their empirical analysis employs a VECM framework to investigate the relative importance of the common stochastic trend in real GNP, fixed investment, and consumption. While a VECM lends itself easily to impulse analysis, incorporation of asymmetry is difficult.
Identification of asymmetry in a dynamic factor model is natural, motivating our choice of empirical model. problem, or the fact that one set of Markov-switching parameters would be unidentified under the null hypothesis.
A One Time Permanent Structural Break in Average Growth Rate
There is a large literature suggesting that the growth rate of productivity has slowed at some point in the postwar sample, with the predominant view being that this slowdown roughly coincides with the first OPEC oil shock. For example, Perron (1989) for asymmetries in the business cycle.
We endogenously estimate the date of the structural break using a technique based on Kim and Nelson (1999c and not in the opposite direction. This is accomplished by a restriction on the transition probabilities of the Markov process:
To investigate a break in the long run growth rate of the trend we define * 0 µ as follows:
Estimation Results
A Look at the Data
The data are quarterly observations on 100 times the logarithm of U.S. private GNP, or GNP less government expenditures, (GNPQ-GGEQ), U.S. gross private domestic business fixed investment, (GIF), and U.S. real consumption on non-durables and services, (GCNQ+GCSQ).
All data was obtained from the DRI Basics Economic database and span from the first quarter of 1952 to the third quarter of 1998. DRI mnemonics appear in parentheses in the preceding.
The model presented in Section 2 imposes a common stochastic trend in the logarithms of output, investment and consumption. Thus, we are interested in the empirical evidence regarding the integration and cointegration properties of the data. First of all, using standard univariate unit root tests developed by Dickey and Fuller (1979) , we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the logarithm of GNP, fixed investment, and consumption are integrated. 10,11 Table 1 contains results of Johansen (1991 Johansen ( , 1995 cointegration tests performed with 6 lags in levels. The tests indicate that the null hypothesis of no cointegrating vectors is rejected at the 1% level, while the null hypothesis of at most 1 cointegrating vector is rejected at the 5% level. The null hypothesis of at most 2 cointegrating vectors is not rejected, suggesting there are 2 cointegrating relationships and therefore a single common stochastic trend in the system. This is consistent with the results of other investigations of the cointegration properties of output, investment, and consumption, such as King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) and Bai, Lumsdaine, and Stock (1998) .
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The cointegrating relationship between output, investment and consumption, along with the assumption that consumption is the trend, can help us gain further intuition into the types of asymmetry we are investigating. In particular, we can plot graphs of the trend and deviations from trend for our model, the components we use to investigate the two types of asymmetry.
Figure 3 plots non-durables and services consumption, which up to a scaling factor is the trend in our system. To investigate asymmetry in the trend, the model in Section 2 allows for Markovswitching in the trend growth rate of this consumption series. Deviations from trend can be obtained by simply estimating the following cointegrating equations:
10 The details and results of the ADF tests, which are by now familiar, are omitted. The results of these tests are available from the authors.
11 Given that our model assumes structural change in the data, it might seem reasonable to consider unit root tests that are robust to a specific number of structural breaks such as those suggested by Perron (1994) . However, results presented by Nelson, Piger, and Zivot (1999) suggest that such tests do not provide substantial increases in power over the ADF test when the data generating process exhibits Markov regime switching of the types considered here.
12 Evans and Lewis (1993) show that cointegration tests can be biased in favor of the null hypothesis if a series in the cointegrating equation undergoes Markov regime switching. Since we reject the null hypothesis this does not seem to be a significant problem in this case.
where the equilibrium errors are, referring back to the model in Section 2, the counterparts of yt t y e z + λ for output and it t i e z + λ for investment. Estimating (11) and (12) by OLS and forming these equilibrium errors gives us Figure 4 . The model in Section 2 divides these equilibrium errors into shared, t z , and idiosyncratic components, yt e and it e . We search for the transitory type of asymmetry in the equilibrium errors by allowing for large, infrequent, shocks, y τ and i τ , driven by a latent Markov-switching variable.
Estimation Results and Hypothesis Tests
We estimate three versions of the model given above. Model 1 is our benchmark model with no further restrictions. Model 2 is a version that does not allow for the "plucking" type asymmetry, that is 0
. Model 3 does not allow for switches in the growth rate of the stochastic trend, that is 0 1 = µ . All models are estimated via Kim's (1993a Kim's ( , 1993b Kim's ( , 1994 approximate maximum likelihood algorithm. Table 2 contains the estimated parameters and standard errors for Models 1-3. 13 Our discussion will focus on model 1, the benchmark model.
The other models will be of primary interest in performing hypothesis tests regarding the presence of asymmetry.
In the preceding discussion, asymmetry was defined as differences in the dynamics of a macroeconomic time series during recessions vs. expansions. Hamilton (1989) . In Hamilton's original paper, as well as in much subsequent work, the growth rate of the stochastic trend of U.S. GNP is positive during booms and negative during recessions. With the definition of the trend in GNP employed here, that being consumption, the growth rate of the stochastic trend simply slows during recessions. For example, the growth rate . In the framework of the growth model presented in Section 2 recessions are periods of slowdown in the rate of growth of total factor productivity. Thus, our model is not indicative of an economy with negative permanent shocks large enough to lower the level of the common stochastic trend.
There are several possible explanations for the discrepancy between the results obtained by Hamilton and those presented here. First, it may be that in fact GNP does undergo large permanent drops in level during recessions but consumers respond by smoothing their consumption through these episodes. In this scenario, consumption growth might simply slow during recessions instead of turning negative. This however would imply economically significant predictive power of the output-consumption ratio for future changes in consumption, a result that is not supported by the results of Fama (1992) or Cochrane (1994) . Another possibility is that the large permanent drops in GNP suggested by Hamilton's results are due to the lack of a mechanism to capture transitory types of asymmetry. If output undergoes large negative shocks that are followed by a high growth recovery phase, a Hamilton type model might provide improvement over linear models by labeling the large "plucking" shocks as a negative trend growth state and melding the high growth and normal growth phases of the recovery into a single expansion phase. Such a bias will not be present in the consumption series if movements in trend completely explain movements in consumption.
To investigate this second possibility we perform an experiment in which we generated a data series, t G , using Kim and Nelson's (1999b) Markov-switching implementation of Friedman's "plucking" model. This data generating process is as follows: has all roots outside the unit circle. We calibrated the data generating process using estimates from Kim and 20 Nelson (1999b) for the log of U.S. real GDP multiplied by 100. Specifically, we set 0 . The key thing to notice in this model is that recessions are caused by large transitory shocks, τ , not changes in trend growth rate. We then fit the generated data to Hamilton's (1989) model:
where roots outside the unit circle and a lag order equal to 2. The parameter estimates, presented in Table 3 , are supportive of the hypothesis of a potential bias in the application of Hamilton's model to U.S. GNP. Note that the Hamilton model attempts to fit the three phase Friedman model with two phase switching in mean growth rate. The point estimate of 0 µ is larger than
, suggesting the Hamilton model is averaging the high growth recovery phase following an episode of "plucking" with the normal growth phase after t G has returned to trend. Perhaps more interesting, 1 µ is negative, suggesting the Hamilton model is labeling the plucks as a negative trend growth state. Given the mounting evidence suggesting that recessions contain a significant peak-reverting component this evidence is suggestive of a possible bias if Hamilton's model is fit to U.S. GNP, and a potential explanation for the discrepancy in the results we obtain using consumption as a measure of the trend.
Before leaving the behavior of the common stochastic trend we should discuss the estimate of the two cointegrating vectors in the system. Recall, the theoretical cointegrating vectors for Bai, Lumsdaine and Stock (1998) , the ratio of total consumption to GNP has drifted up over the sample. This discrepancy is due to a rise in the share of consumption allocated to durable goods. Now we consider the other type of asymmetry discussed above, transitory deviations of output below a common stochastic trend. Such "plucking" behavior is also well supported by the parameter estimates. The null hypothesis that 0
, performed by comparing the loglikelihood from models 1 and 2, is rejected with a p-value equal to zero to 3 decimal places.
Thus, there is strong evidence that, even after accounting for switching in trend growth rate, there is a "bounce-back" effect in real GNP and fixed investment. These transitory deviations are driven by large negative shocks, or plucks. However, there also appears to be a role for 
Summary and Conclusion
Many recent papers have presented evidence regarding two types of business cycle asymmetry, shifts in a stochastic trend having permanent effects on the level of output, and transitory "plucks" downward away from a stochastic trend. We have presented a model to investigate these two types of asymmetry which improves on the existing literature in two main ways: 1) it is a multivariate model of real GNP, fixed investment and consumption which allows us to separate out the two types of asymmetry under a precise definition of trend and 2) it allows for tests of the marginal statistical significance of each type of asymmetry when the other is allowed to be present. Hypothesis tests suggest that both types of asymmetry played a role in postwar recessions. However, shifts in the growth rate of the stochastic trend suggest productivity slowdowns during recessions, not the productivity reductions implied by the received literature.
We explore a possible explanation for this discrepancy, that Hamilton's (1989) model is biased when applied to U.S. GNP by its failure to account for a transitory type of asymmetry, with a simple simulation. The simulation is supportive of the hypothesis. We also search for a structural break in the growth rate of the common stochastic trend. This search yields evidence of a productivity slowdown, the estimated date of which is centered at 1974.
Appendix: State Space Representation
In this section of the appendix we present the state-space representation of the model given by equations 4-10 for the case where all transitory dynamics are AR(2). Johansen (1991 Johansen ( , 1995 and calculated in Eviews using a levels lag order of 6. As in King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) , we assume that each series has a linear trend but the cointegrating equation has only intercepts.
++ Rejected at the 1% significance level.
+ Rejected at the 5% significance level. 
